If you want to help...



Distribute this brochure to
anyone who you think would
be or should be interested.



Write to any one of the following:

- The Premier of the Western Cape
- The Department of Environmental Affairs and Development
Planning
- Your MEC
- The newspapers


Make a contribution to this
campaign.
Note: your donation will be
used to finance advertisement
and awareness campaign—
none of it will be spent on administrative costs or other unquantifiable expenses.

Contact us

5 Coniston Way, Pinelands, 7405
Tel:

+27 (0)21 424 5719

Fax:

+27 (0)21 531 3334

Email:

machoy@windpoint.com

Website:

www.windpoint.com
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Wind Farms and
Wind Turbines

More than that, the variable nature of
wind energy will require that fossil-

Applications have been made to install

fuel power station operators will have

a total of 2500 wind turbines in 270

to use their system in a way that has a

wind farms in the Western Cape.

potential to produce more pollution
than it does at the moment.

The installation of wind turbines in

‘Carbon Credits’ can be purchased by one

wind farms allows pollution to con-

company which generates pollution from an-

tinue because polluters can simply buy

other company which generates clean energy.

Carbon Credits and go on polluting

With its Carbon Credit in its back pocket, the

with impunity.

polluter can just carry on polluting. Carbon
Credits therefore effectively confer a ‘right to
pollute’
In addition, wind is not dependable, therefore
fossil-fuel and environmentally unfriendly
power stations will have to be kept running
anyway and more will have to be built as demand for electricity increases.
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Wind Point is funded solely by concerned individuals in the private engineering sector. We are
not associated with any power generation company, oil, gas or coal supplier, and we do not have
an agenda to hinder the transition to green energy
and environmentally friendly, efficient, and sustainable energy solutions.
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